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Abstract: We calculate the (1,1) curvature of the Beilinson Schechtman connection
for the determinant bundle associated to a family of Riemann surfaces with ordinary
singularities. As consequences we obtain generalizations of theorems of Bismut and
Bost.

Introduction

In this paper we calculate the (1,1) curvature of the Beilinson Schechtman connec-
tion VBS [BS] for the determinant bundle AE associated to a vector bundle E over a
family π : X —> S of Riemann surfaces with ordinary singularities. Given smooth
connections V^ on E and Vω on ωχ/s which then induces a connection Vω-ι on
TZ (tangents to fiber outside singular set), we show that the connection form of

is Ll on S and its distributional derivative is

f dsVBS= I [Td(ΓZ,Vω-,) ch(^V£)]2 + ̂ )̂, (1)
2π x/s 12

where [ ]2 denotes component of bidegree (2,2) and <5π(£) is the delta function of
the singular locus (with multiplicities).

In case Vω and V^ arise from hermitian metrics, we showed in [TTs] that
VBS specializes to Vρ the Quillen connection. Thus as a consequence we obtain a
generalization of the main theorem of Bismut Bost [BB, Theorem 2.1], where they
established (1) for V f i.

The proof in [BB] relies on global methods to estimate analytic torsion and
first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian. Furthermore it requires a reduction to the
projective case. By contrast VBS is expressed in terms of fiber integrals of paramet-
rices which have local differential geometric formulas in terms of Vω-ι, V# and
liftings of vector fields from S to X. It turns out that upon expanding these local
formulas near singular points one finds rather directly (cf. Lemma 2.3) the terms
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with highest order poles which give rise to the correction r ̂ -δπ(Σ^ Thus it seems
that the Beilinson Schechtman connection is particularly suited to dealing with the
singular case. To justify the calculations we need to incorporate the following. First
of all, in Sect. 1, we extend the Beilinson Schechtman trace complex to families
with ordinary double points. Using local coordinates fitted to ordinary singulari-
ties we find a natural complex whose cohomology gives the Atiyah algebra stf ^E

with logarithmic singularities at π(Σ) (cf. [BS,6]). Another point concerns the fact
that the formula of V#s in [BS]_and [TTs] contains vector fields, kernel functions
and forms. To justify applying d to such a sum, we find it convenient to present
VBS as the sum of a holomorphic action and a pure fiber integral of a form. This
lends things easier to justification at the expense of slightly lengthened calculations.

As a by-product of ( 1 ) we obtain a precise description of the singularity of Vas-
al the singular locus. This is based on an argument similar to that of [BB, 12c].
From this behavior of VBS we obtain as a corollary [BB, Theorem 2.2] which
describes the degeneration of Quillen metric near the singular locus. It is some-
what surprising now this degeneration is proved by local methods independent of
the estimates on holomorphic torsion and Quillen metric that went into the proof
of [BB, Theorem 2.1]. In [BB] it is mentioned that another proof of (1) for the
Quillen connection can be derived using the isomorphism theorem of Deligne [D].

It should finally be remarked that ( 1 ) depends on the particular way a connection
is chosen on TZ. We also calculate the curvature of a V1

BS where the VTZ is
induced by a metric on TX which is locally Euclidean at the singular points. In
that case

= / [Td(ΓZ, Vrz) ch(E, V£)]2 + --δπ(Σ} . (2)
π x/s o

Using (2) we immediately deduce the holonomy formula of [BB, Theorem 6.3]. We
refer readers to [BB] for beautiful discussions of other applications of their main
theorem, as well as thorough treatment of various background material.

In principle the methods utilized in this paper should extend to degenerate
families of higher dimensional varieties by using the connection in [T] which is
constructed from local parametrices. We hope to discuss this elsewhere.

1. Trace Complex with Singularities

We use the abbreviation f.s.o. to denote a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces
with ordinary singularities ([BB]). More precisely if π : X — > S is a proper surjec-
tive holomorphic map between complex manifolds such that the fiber π"1^), s E S,
is a reduced curve with only ordinary double points as singularities then the family
of Riemann surfaces so parametrized is said to be an f.s.o.

It is well known ([BB,3]) that for any x £ X there exists local holomorphic co-
ordinates (zQ,zι,...,zn) at x and (w\9 . . . , wrt) at s — π(x) such that π is expressed by

or by
wι=zozι, wz =zz, ί = 2 , . . . , w . (1.1)

Thanks to the existence of such coordinates without loss of generality for purposes
of discussing (1,1) curvatures, it will be sufficient to take a coordinate slice, or that
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dimension of S is one in (1.1). Since the subject matter of the discussion will be
of local nature we can further assume that S — AεQ — {z £ C| |z| < βo} and that
D = π~l (0) is the only singular fiber with the set Σ of ordinary double points.

Let E — > X be a holomorphic vector bundle, and λε the Knudsen-Mumford
determinant bundle associated to the direct image complex R'π*E.

Let FX be the tangent sheaf of X, @E = @E 1 be me sneaf of holomoφhic
differential operators of order ^ 1 acting on E, then the Atiyah algebra j/£ is the
subsheaf of &>E consisting of elements whose symbol is the identity. &~π c 3~χ is
the subalgebra of projectable vector fields, and we shall need the following notations.
Let ^s,π(D) C 3~$ be the subalgebra of vector fields that preserve π(D) (cf. [BS, 6]).
Let

be the projectable vector fields tangent to D, and

FXIZD = kerdπ|^ π,£>.

Let ε : Q)E — > Enά(E) 0 2Γ be the symbol map. Then

C

All of these are coherent analytic sheaves. Further define the following com-
plexes with obvious differentials (inclusions):

Lemma 1.1. Let π : X — » S be an f.s.o.
(i) The sequence

0 — -> FX&D — > ,̂,D

w exαcί, αnrf we have R°π*$~'π,D = RQπ*<^, ,
(ii) For a given p £ Γ ««£/ /oca/ coordinates (ZQ,ZI) αί /> fw [7

c. All assertions follow readily from the definitions and the formulas

d \ ( d \ d
= π* zi—- } =s— .

\ dzij ds

Lemma 1.2. Let π : X —» S be an f.s.o. Then X x$ X is a normal variety.

Proof. X XsX is imbedded as an irreducible hypersurface in the smooth variety
X x X. Further the set of singularities of X xs X is exactly Σ9 seated in the diagonal
of X XsX, and hence X XsX is a nonsingular in codimension 1. The assertion then
follows from the standard criterion for normality (cf. [Mum.]).
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Let (zo,zι,ζo>ζι) be local coordinates in X x X, then the hypersurface X
is given by

*o*ι-Coίι =0 (1.2)

with p £ Σ corresponding to the origin.
Let A :X — >X XsX be the diagonal map, ^(2 A) be the ideal sheaf of 2 A

and @χXsχ(2A) be the sheaf associated to the presheaf:

GXXsX (U),vA(f) £ -2} ,

where vj is the valuation at A. Let ω = a>χ 0 π*ω^1 be the relative dualizing sheaf,
where ωx and ω^ are canonical sheaves on X and S respectively. Put E° = E* ® ω
and define £ (SI £°(2J) = π*E (8> π^0 ® 0^x^(221), where π/'s are projections of
X XsX onto its factors. Put

E m E°(2A)\2A = Em E°(2A)/E m E°

and denote by r the natural map:

E\E]E0(2A)-^E\x\E0(2A)\2Δ — > 0 . (1.3)

Taking residue along A - Σ gives a canonical isomorphism outside I1:

Lemma 1.3. There exists a sheaf homomorphism φ:

0 — > ̂

ίAαί φ restricts to the preceding canonical isomorphism outside Σ.

Proof. Fix p G Σ and let (z0,zι) be the coordinates in U 3 p as in Lemma 1.1.
It suffices to specify φ\u. Put UQ = {zoΦO} U\ = {z\ φO} and choose coordinates
adapted to the fibration π : X — > S:

TTon C/o; < _ onu?

Then in L/o

(1 4'
and there are similar formulas on U\ . Write ζ, ζ for the corresponding coordinates
in the second factor of X xs X.
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On the vector part of ^j|J( log £>)(£/) we define φ to be

on UQ ,- z

mod(£ Ξ£°) on C/j .
zo Zi (ζ - 2)

Ύo see that φ is well defined on UQ Π U\ we have first of all as relative differentials

dl ^am/one*

(since ^ + Φ1 = π*f ), furthermore by (1.2) it follows that

- p) (=β(2A)(U))., χ , ,
(Co ~zo) (ζi -^i)

We thus have
Zd^ 2 e E m E°(2A)(U) .

Next on the endomorphism part of ^J-(log £>)(£/), define φ by

Φ - - mod(£ Ξ 510) o n C/0 ,

on

Again one has by (1.2)

Co

Co — ZQ Ci —

and it follows that on UQ Π C/i

- - T -
C-z C-z C

For δ G @E/s(logD) along zl - Γ we have Resφ(δ) = d by using (1.4). This com-
pletes the proof of the lemma.

Let tr: E \E\ E°\Δ —> ω be the trace map. Via tr and φ the exact sequence

0—> E m E°/E m E°(-A)—> E El E°(2A)/E Ξ E°(-A) ̂  E \E\ EQ(2Δ)\2Δ -> 0

is pushed into

0 —+ ω —> ^Λ/J^log/)) -̂  s*EisQ*%D) —> 0,
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where we define trs/^l(\ogD) to be r~l (φ (,a/£ /s(log£>))) modulo the traceless
elements in End(E) <g> ω. Now we can define the trace complex to be

with the differential given by Res.

Proposition 1.4. 7?°π*("W£(logZ>)) is canonίcally ίsomorphic to

The proof follows [BS, Theorem 2.3.1]. Assume first that Rlπ*E = 0. Put

r-1 (φ(AE/s(logD))) C £ Ξ

Cone'(logD) -

where r and φ are the maps in (1.3) and Lemma 1.3. Then taking direct image of
the exact sequence

0 — > E m E°[l] — > Cone*(log£>) -> J/'£,π(logjD) -> 0

one gets

0 — > End(π*£) — ̂  ^°(π x π)* (Cone* (log D)) — > ^5,πφ) — > 0 .

One can then define action of R°(π x π)*(Cone*(log/))) on π*E by using Cousin
resolution of Cone'(logZ)) as in [BS], noting that the action is well defined outside
Σ and can be extended (uniquely) across Σ since Σ is of codimension 2 in X.
Therefore one concludes that

Λ°(π x π)*Cone (log£>) ^^£(log(πφ)))

and upon taking traces one gets Proposition 1.4 in the case Rlπ*E = 0.
The general case follows from above by considering

0 — > E(-Z) —+E—+ UE\Z — > 0 ,

where Z Λ X is a divisor etale over S and ZΓ\Σ = φ. Put £z = (π|z)*(^|z)» one
has the isomorphism

For further details we refer to [BS].

Remark. We have not pursued the Lie algebra structure on /rj/*^(logD) in this pa-
per. This would require the introduction of one more term in the complex as in [BS].

2. Beilinson Schechtman Connection for Degenerate Families

We shall first put the Beilinson Schechtman connection in a simpler complex than
that described in [TTs, 1]. Starting with smooth families π:X—> S, the push
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forward of
0 -̂  0S __» j/λ£ _» *rs —+ o

by GS — > Cs gives

0 — > Cs — ̂  Cfl/;.£ — > ̂  — > 0, (2.1)

whose splittings correspond to (1,0) connections on λE. The cohomology

can be computed using the dz (d along fibers) resolution of tr£/'E ®c.s Cs and is
represented by

{(τ + η)\ τ e ^E,n ® β°'°(ΛT), η G /r^1 ® Ω0'1^), 3zτ = Res^/} (2.2)

modulo the subset

{(τ + η)\ τ = Res φ9 η= ~dz\l/ , for some ψ e tr ̂  0 Ω

where Ω^'^ is the sheaf of bigraded relative smooth forms.
Given C°° connections V#, V^ on X for £" and Tx/s we have the expressions

in local coordinates

d d
Vτ± = — + Φτdz VEjί = — + ΦEdz,

''dz oz Δ'& dz

where z is a holomorphic coordinate along the fiber. We put

C(VE) = 3z(ΦEdz) G

and similar notations for W Let v — jj-s be a local holomorphic vector field on S
and let

v=^+a—+B^ ^Eπ 0 ί2
OS UZ

be any C°° lifting of v. Further set

AQ = -ΦT + ΦE,

(23)
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Now the Beilinson Schechtman connection is expressed as follows:

(tr^'E 0 Cs) ,

η = p-l(dzυ) + pQ(υ) G tr ̂  0 Ω0'1^) , (2.4)

where in local coordinates

/>V) = -vω;ε(7)(-^l(v,) + -

1 ~

r\ ~ \ * i / > ~- \ - J~, / I \ * \^""^ )

s,v is independent of the lifting H of v.

Remark. For later purpose we note that p~l(dzv) is the image of p~l(dT5) via the
projection induced by Ωχl —> ^x/s Similarly in pQ(v) with all tildas replaced by

bars one gets an element of tr'^^l 0 Ω^1^) also denoted by p°(v) whose image
in irsέ~pl 0 Ω0'1 is the above p°Γu).

To get holomoφhic connections we use Cech complexes so that
is represented by

c - 0}

modulo the subset

{ (c° + c1) I c° = Res?0, c1 = δc°, for some ?° € C° (^," ̂ J1) } ,

where ^U — {UΛ} is a relative Stein covering of X and δ is the Cech coboundary.
Let {px} be a partition of 1 subordinated to ,̂ then the maps

embed the Cech complexes into the dz complexes and induce a map in cohomology:

p : 7?°π* (r^'E}

Now let

be liftings of v = ^. Since τ — p(c°) G £#E/S 0 Ω°'°(^) there exists ψ G ir^^l 0
such that

Res^-τ-p(c°). (2.6)

Similarly
~~ " (2.7)
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since Res 7 = 0. Combining (2.6) and (2.7) we have

τ + η = y + p(c) 4- Res ψ + dzψ ,

and therefore in cohomology:

A/5

We shall apply this to the case [τ -f η] =

tΛΓivnlϊin /iT/iVi/i /~»τ 11

cS

'5,u — / (P°(ϊ) + p~\dlj) — ρ(c1} ~ ~dψ) 4- [p(c)].

Lemma 2.1. Lei c = [c° -f c1] fee 0 holomorphίc lifting ofv=-jς in

Remark. This representation of V^ with the inclusion of a c and I/A appears to
be more complicated than that in [TTs, (1.10)] and [BS, 5]. However, the latter
expressions are hard to work with when one tries to compute the (1,1) curvature as
they combine both forms and vector fields. Lemma 2.1 expresses VBS,V clearly as
the sum of the holomorphic action [p(c)] and the fiber integral of a smooth form.

Proposition 2.2. (Grothendίeck Riemann Roch for smooth families).

= v\f [Td(Tχ/S9Vτ)ch(E9VE)]2 .
x/s

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and the fact that dρ(cl) = ±ρ(δcl) = 0 ,

x/s

The calculation then proceeds as in [BS, p. 685].
We now come to degenerate families. As in Sect. 1, let A&0 — {s G &\\s\ < εo}?

π : X — » A£O be an f.s.o. Let Zs — π~l(s) and ZQ = D is the only singular fiber.
Σ = {p\9. . . , pn} C ZQ denotes the set of singular points. The local discussions will
be the same at all points of Σ so we just consider p = p\. Employing again the
local coordinates (zQ9z\) in neighborhood U of p we choose a particular C°° lifting
of v = fs in U - p:

where z|2 = z0

 2 -f |^ι| . τr*(z;o) = £ follows from π* ί ̂ J =zι£ and π* ί ^-J =

z0£. Differentiating (2.8)

-
(2.9)

which checks that d^o G J/£/5 (8) Ώ0'1, i.e. the vector part is tangent to fibers. Let
Vω and V# be C°°(l,0) connections on ωχ/s and E9 VOJ induces a C°° connection
Vω-ι on Tz in X — Σ. In terms of Vω-ι and V^ we have the formulas (2.3) (2.5).
We proceed to estimate their singularities in U using the coordinates in the open
subset C/o (Lemma 1.1). We also choose H = ^E,VQ so that πv^(ΐ) = 0.
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Lemma 2.3. The following estimates are valid in U:

(i) 8v = dv0 + A ξ, € Ω°'l(End(E))(U) ,

(ϋ) Λo = -,
ZG

(iii) Λ, =

ξ2 € C°°(C7) ,

ξ3 € C

Proof. By our choice of v

(i) then follows from (2.9). We next consider (iii). Let Θ be the smooth connection
1 form in U:

Vω (^] = Θ** ,
\ ZQ ) ZQ

then acting on the section dzβ we have by a gauge change

By the duality of dzQ — dz and —
OZ

- -r— we have
ZQ OZ\

Thus with respect to the frame — in U
oz

where / = j-\θ and

Clearly I/I ^ and

1 1 2 1 1 α
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where α| ^ 0(|z|). In the same way we have

ΦE = ~ where \β\ ̂  O(\z\).
ZQ

The assertion (iii) now follows from the formula of A\ in (2.3). These arguments
also immediately yield the simpler case (ii). Finally to verify (iv) note that

where g is a smooth form and

This result then follows since VQ has singularity of order 1.
Now in the expansion (2.5) of p~l(dv) we restrict the zero order term to the

diagonal (in X x$ Jf) and consider its most singular part at p G U.

Corollary 2.4. Let ΐ> = V^ϋo

 tnen we have on U

zϊdzΰ dzQ ξ dz0

12 |z|4 zϋ |z|4 z0 '

where ξ e Ω0''(t/) and \ξ\ ̂  O(\z\2).

Proof. From (2.9) and Lemma 2.3 (i)

-δa = zo</z. - Mzo _ zo

and

dzB= ~ with |6| ^ 6>(|z|2).
FΓ

The corollary then follows by the estimates in Lemma 2.3 (ii) (iii).

3. Curvature of Determinant Bundle in Degenerate Case

As in Sect. 2 let π : X —> AE be an f.s.o. with π^^O) = Z0 = D the only singular
fiber, Σ the singular set in ZQ. Let Vω and V# be C°°(l,0) connections on ωx/s

and E. Vω induces a C°° connection Vω-ι on Tz in X - Σ. Let VBS be the
Beilinson-Schechtman connection of XE associated to Vω-ι and V^ on Δε - {0}.

Theorem 3.1. With notations as above VBS extends as an Ll connection of λE

over Aε and its curvature computed in the sense of currents is given by

^fs^BS = / [Td(Tz, Vω-ι )ch (E9

where δ is the delta function supported at 0 and n is the number of singular points
in Σ.
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Since our local arguments are the same at all the points of Σ, for simplicity we
assume that Σ consists of one point p. We choose a Stein covering % = {t/α} of
X such that p G t/αo and p £ UΆ if αφαo. {p*} is a partition of 1 subordinated to
*. Let

be a cocycle such that π*(ε(c°)) = s-p Put

We may assume that c% is holomorphic in C/α if αφαo. p(cl) are defined as before.
(zo,Zi) and (z,s) are the coordinates in Lemma 1.1. On ί/αo let H — VE,VQ>VQ as in
(2.8) and

be a smooth lifting of sv — p(c°) (outside p). For αΦα 0 choose
smooth lifting of ΐ> — p(cQ)\uΛ. Set

to be any

1

ί/αo,

Ω0 °, where ξ5 G

Lemma 3.2.

(i)

C°°(C/αo) α«ί/ £5 = 0 //i α neighborhood of p.

(ii) 5^

αwrf μi = 0 /« α neighborhood W of p.

Proof, (i) ΣβΦα Pj?1/^ ^s smooth and vanishes in a neighborhood of p. The possible

pole in ^ arises from the fact that if local expressions are given in U\ coordinates

(cf. Lemma. 1.1) and one transforms it to UQ coordinates via z\ = f - , *s = s, then

the gauge change formulas of [BS, p. 683] show a possible factor ^-. (ii) The proof

can be done in the similar way as (i).
We now prove that VBS is Ll. Since [p(c)] gives a class in j/;v£(logπ(Z))) and

therefore [p(c)] is Lλ it suffices to show, in view of Lemma 2.1, that

oo (3.1)

for all points q G £>, where 5ε(^) is an ε-ball centered at #. For q £ C/αo, we have

^ const. /
B,(q}

— f\ds/\ds < oo , (3.2)

where β\ G Ωχl(Bε(q)) because p°(v), dψ and p l(dv) are smooth at q. Note that
ZQ so that

/\ds f\d~s = dzQ Λ dzi Λ
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Using this, Lemma 3.2, Corollary 2.4 we have for q £ C/αo

I(q) ^ const. /
o

— Λ dzQ Λ dzi Λ
S

<oo, (3.3)

where jS2 G Ω^l(Bc(q)), and for q = p:

I(q) ^ const. /
k 3 Λ dzo Λ dzo Λ dz\ Λ c/zi < oo . (3.4)

Thus (3.1) follows from (3.2)-(3.4).
We now compute SsVβs in the sense of currents. First of all since C(Vω-ι)

and C(E) are smooth on X, the fiber integrals in Theorem 3.1 exist as currents on
S by [BB, 2(a)] (it follows from the proof of Proposition 4.1 that the singularity
at 0 is no worse than log \s\). Let v = -j§ and φ = φ(s)ds be a (1,0) smooth form

with compact support on ACQ. Then the distributional derivative ^S^BS is given by

s x

where V^ in (3.5) stands for its formula in Lemma 2.1 without the fiber integral.
Let Tε(D) be an ε-tubular neighborhood of D in X, then by the fact that VBS is Ll

— fVβs,v Λ dπ*φ — — lim J ^BS,V Λ dπ*φ
X ε~^°X-Te,(D)

= -lim f HiVssv A π*φ} + lim f (δV 5 S f,)Λπ*φ
„ - A J *- ' J ^ ^Q J '

— ί 1
ϊ 5 1 w^ ' ' J

(3.6)

where in Jί — T£(D\ dVβs,v is its usual derivative hence the last term in (3.6)
follows from Proposition 2.2.

Lemma 3.3.

lim f VBSV A π*φ = lim f (p°(v)+p~{(dl)) — dψ0ί())φ(s)ds.

Assuming Lemma 3.3 for the moment we use (2.5), Corollary 2.4, Lemma 2.3
and Lemma 3.2 to evaluate its right-hand side, and we obtain

t. 2π Γ f r k ( E ) 0 ^ βφ(s} J J \ 2π ^ Λ N / λ

~ - ω V s ) + °̂ Λ "Zl = - ^ ' (3 7)

where ω° = - - - - — - - rfzn Λ Jzi is the Bochner kernel in dimension 2,
(2πz) |z|4

and ]8 G Ω^H^αo), |j8| ^ O(|z|2). Theorem 3.1 thus follows from (3.6) and (3.7).
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We turn now to the proof of Lemma 3.3. Let W be the neighborhood of p given
in Lemma 3.2 (ii). Let χ <G C£°(FF) be such that 0 ^ χ <; 1, and χ = 1 in a smaller
neighborhood W\ of p. Let Φ(s) denote the connection matrix of [p(c)] and 7 =

pQ(v) -f p~l(dv) — p(cl ) — ~dψ as in (2.7), then we rewrite limε_+0 J^m) V^ Λ

π*φ as

lim Γ χyπ> + lim Γ (1 - χ)γπ*φ + ResΦ(s)φ . (3.8)
- -

By Lemma 3.2 (ii) limε_^o f^τ(D) ^π*^ = h(P\ where I\(p) is the right-hand side

of Lemma 3.3. Next note that the zero order part of (pQ(v) H- p~l(dH) — dψ)ds is

smooth in X — ί/αo and (1 - χ)(p°(v) + p~l(dl}) - dψ)ds is smooth in C/αo. We

conclude that Kp(C^φ — limε_+0 Sdτeω^ * ~^yπ"(P depends on p(cl) and χ but is

independent of /?°, p~l and .̂ When q £W\ and χ(#)ΦO we must have p(cl)(q) —
0 since supp χ C W and p(c!) = 0 in W . Thus Kp(C)ί(p does not depend on χ. Now
from (3.8),

lim / VBsvΛπ*φ=Iι(p) + Kp(c)φ + ResΦ(s)φ. (3.9)

The left-hand side and I\(p) do not depend on p(c), while Kp(c^φ + Res5=o Φ(s)<P
depends only on p(c) (and φ). Since p(c) is an arbitrary action on λβ we must
have Kp(c\φ + Res5=o Φ(s)φ = 0 and this proves Lemma 3.3.

4. Some Consequences of the Curvature Formula

Assuming the notations in the beginning of Sect. 3. Let ΘBS be the connection form
of VBS with respect to a nonzero holomorphic section σ of λE in AεQ.

Proposition 4.1.

nrk(E) ds _ , , , .

z αr£ C°° functions on ΔεQ.

Proof. The argument is similar to [BB, 12(c)]. By Theorem 3.1

_
ds ΘBS - — ϊ - = (~2πO/ [ Td (ΓZ, V ω _,) ch(£, V£)]2 . (4.1)

L iz 5- j ^

By a partition of unity argument we can write on X

(-2π/)[Td (7Z, Vω-ι) ch(£, V£)]2 - δδi/o + ηι ,

where ^z are smooth on ^Γ and ?/ι vanishes in a neighborhood of the singular points
Σ. Then $χ,sη\ is smooth on Jεo, and hence by (4.1),

nrk(E)ds Γ
X = VBS -- γz --- ds J ηo

12 s x/s
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must be smooth on AEQ since δs(α) = $x,sn\. By [BB, Theorem 12.3]

x/s

where 70? 71 are smooth and this proves the proposition.
Note that ds{ψo + ψι\s\2\og \s\} is continuous in A£Q. Proposition 4.1 can be

generalized to the case when dim^S > 1 by using formulations analogous to [BB,
Theorem 2.2].

Assume now Vω and V# arise from hermitian metrics || ||ω and || ||^, so that
VBS coincides ([TTs]) with the corresponding Vρ associated to the Quillen metric
|| ||ρ on λ^. In this case

ΘBS = 31og||σ||β ,

and we conclude immediately from Proposition 4.1.

Corollary 4.2. [BB, Theorem 2.2] There are C°° functions ψi on A£Q such that:

log ||σ||β = log \s\ + <Ao + <Aι s 2 log \s\ .

As remarked in the introduction, we have derived this estimate of the Quillen
metric purely by local considerations. We compute next the curvature of a slightly
different connection on λE.

In the neighborhoods U of points of Σ consider the metric on TX which in
local coordinates (z0,zι) (cf. (1.1)) has the expression

(4.2)

By partition of 1 one then gets a metric || ||j^ on X with the desired behavior
at each pt G Σ. As in [BB, 6] denote the restriction of this metric to TZ\X_Z by
I I I I T Z . Then

2

(4.3)
dz\

2

TZ

and the curvature is

Rτz =
dz\

ι )(zιdz0 -

TZ

In particular Rτz Λ Rτz — 0 in a neighborhood of the pl and so 7W(ΓZ, || \\Tz) exists
as a locally Lλ current on X. Let V\s be the Beilinson Schechtman connection on
/£• associated to || ||τz and V#.

Proposition 4.3. V1

BS is an Ll connection on λE and its curvature as a current is

^-SSV
1

BS = f[Td (TZ, || | |τz) ch (E,VE)]2
zπ x/s

nrk(E)
δ.
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Proof. Let || ||ω be a smooth metric on ωx/s in X such that in a neighborhood of
each of the pl G Σ and using the coordinates (1.1) we have

induces a metric on TZ in X — Σ denoted by || ||ω-ι, and in particular

2
1-2 (4.4)

Let Vjj£ be the Beilinson Schechtman connection associated to || ||ω-ι and
then by Theorem 3.1,

= / [Td (TZ, II L_, ) ch (E, (4.5)

Consider the family of metrics || \\t = etφ\\ \\ω-\ such that
(4.3) and (4.4) we have in a neighborhood of /?/,

</> = log - |rz
= log(|z0|

2 + |zι |2).

l i = |τz. From

(4.6)

Now by the Bott Chern variation formulas [TTs, (2.3)]

12
(4.7)

Using (4.6) and the fact that cι(Vω-ι), C\(VE) are smooth the integrand is clearly
Ll on X. Hence the fiber integral is Ll on S and we may calculate the ds derivatives
in the sense of currents. This is done in the same manner as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, and we obtain for a C°° function ψ with compact support on S.

d{μ Λ lim L Λ

where μ is the integrand { } in (4.7) which only has singularities at Σ and
denotes the ε balls around each point of Σ. Hence we have

Λ Cl(Vω-ι ) -f
12

' Λ —
2π 2

Ψ

/ < /[Td(7z,|| | |rz)-Td(Γ z, |
s [x/s

(4.8)
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where the last term follows from Proposition 2.2. In the limit term in (4.8) the only
contributions with pole of order 3 is

rk(E} Γ , _ . - , ,. rk(E) Γ , n

Thus we obtain

= /[{Td(7z,| | | |rz)-Td(Γ z, | | | |ω-ι)}ch(^V£)]2 + δ . (4.9)
x/s [Z

Proposition 4.1 now follows by adding (4.5) and (4.9).

Remark. It is also possible to calculate 8sVl

BS directly without making use of
Theorem 3.1 and comparing with V#5. However the detailed calculations here are
considerably more involved than that for Theorem 3.1 which is essentially contained
in Lemma 2.3.

Let c be a simple smooth curve in A£Q — {0} enclosing 0 once and let A be
the interior of c. Let τ^ be the holonomy of the parallel transport of λE for the
connection V1

BS once around c in the positive sense.

Corollary 4.4. ([BB, Theorem 6.3])

τ? = exp J2πϊ (j/ Td (TZ, \\ ||rz) ch (£, V*) +

Proof. Suppose ΛE is trivialized in AKQ with local basis e and suppose fe is a parallel
section:

where θ is the connection form with respect to e. Then over a portion of c where
/ΦO,

From this it follows readily that τ^ = e*c~β '. Then by Proposition 4.3,

zl

= exp /2πί f // Td (7Z, || ||rz) ch (E,VE) +
I \Δ n
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